'LORAC-COVER'™ Basement Window-Well Cover
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GENERAL INFORMATION
Generally the 'LORAC-COVER' will be designed to set to the approximate center of the brick or well wall, and have a height of
10"- 12" where it meets the house. For each inch less than 10", the standard five louver vents will be reduced by one. Venting
is very important. Due to certain limitations, e.g. material or "out-of-square" window-well conditions, variances may be
required. The typical cover is constructed with a series of individual panels, each being formed to provide improved structural
integrity and to present a pleasing appearance. Normally, only one panel will be hinged and have a locking device which can
only be operated from inside the window-well for escape. It is recommended that only the Left or Right panels be used for the
escape panel. Use of a Center lift can sometimes be difficult to open due to having to reach backwards to unlatch. NOTE: All
Left and Right locations are determined as viewed from outside while facing the house or window-well.

DEFINITIONS
LENGTH: The distance from the outside Left of the window-well to the outside Right as viewed while facing the house.
WIDTH: The greatest distance from the back, e.g. concrete, of the window-well to the front outside edge of the well.
HEIGHT: The height of the cover where the cover meets the house. Ideally no less than 2" above the bottom of a lap.
EXPOSURE: The distance from the top of the window-well, up to the start of the siding. The amount of concrete showing.
INSET: The distance from the bottom edge of the first lap of siding above the well, back to the concrete. Fillers will be
provided to fill this area where the cover meets the house.
2ND LAP: Used by LORAC in determining the height to build the cover, if exact measurements to build are not indicated below.
1 It is highly recommended that LORACbe allowed to determine the size to build the cover based on measurements provided.
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SPECIFICATIONS
FRAMEWORK COLOR:

D Almond
D Black Satin
D Brown
D Bronze
DGray
D Hunter Green
D White
D Custom

Exposure
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2 ND LAP

INSET
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NOTE: If house wall above well is brick, indicate the Height
of the First and Second mortar joints 10" and above from the
top of the window-well.
&
For corner locations or other situations such as overhangs or
bay windows, attach a separate sheet with iull measurements
and pertinent information provided.

SIDE VIEW

OPTIONAL: Build Cover Size
Length
Width
Height

GLAZING:

D Clear
D Privacy
ESCAPE PANEL LOCATION:
(Looking toward house from outside)

D Left

D Center

D Right

IMPORTANT: If the top of the egress window in the well comes above the well, indicate the distance.
Also, indicate how the window operates, e.g. crank out, slider, etc.
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